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Europe June 2012 - Public headline summary 
Inside:- 8 pages of Euromaps regional detail & timi ng in 8 periods through June 
For full forecast please visit http://www.weatheraction.com/wactmember5.asp  

A month of dramatic 

contrasts across Europe 

and rapid stark changes  
• Extreme heatwave continues E/SE Europe / Ukraine 
• Northerly blasts at times in N/W Europe / N Sea  
• Major thunderstorms, damaging large hail & tornadoe s 
• Two dramatic rapid warming events of N/W parts.  
• Large Jet Stream swings but overall South of Normal . 
Greenland High ‘Little Ice Age type’extensions to Iceland and North Atlantic / 
Britain-Ireland with Lows in Central Europe tend to make stark W/NW – E/SE 
temperature contrasts.  

This NW block is likely brokn by two powerful (R5 SLAT8) solar driven events 
this month giving very warm spells / heatwaves involving Azores High extension 
and / or Scandinavian Highs.  

• ‘Little Ice-Age’ type SE extension of Greenland High is mirrored by more ‘Jet 
Stream South / Split jet’ Biscay type Lows especially later in June which will 
likely cause major thunderfloods hail & tornadic events in Spain and France.  

The changes in circulation will be driven by changes in the Solar-Lunar factors which govern the 
behavior of the Jet stream and major Earthquake (trial) risk and are predictable by WeatherAction’s 
Solar Lunar Action Technique months ahead. Standard warmist Meteorology which denies the 
new reality of the pre new LIA world will – like last month - run into serious problems this 
June especially around WeatherAction’s main Red warning periods (R4 and R5) during which 
short range forecasts of standard Meteorology precipitation amounts will need to be doubled and 
hail / tornadic events are likely to get to near record levels or go ‘off scale’ at times. 
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Prod 30 May from data 16 May of Solar Lunar Action Technique 7A, amended by SLAT 8 for two periods. Expected success rate 80%. 

 
 

 

Weather Action Europe May 

contrasts superbly confirmed 
WeatherAction’s long range May forecast well captured the main very cold N/W and very 
warm/heatwave E/SE contrast which Piers Corbyn warned of mid-April and which a gaggle of 
churlish standard Meteorologists derided. They went eerily quiet for three weeks as their short-range 
forecasts failed again and again while Piers’ single long range forecast stunned thousands.  Joe 
Bastardi one of the best known meteorologists in USA, who like Piers practices a proper evidence-
based approach to climate and forecasting science, tweeted maps above 14 May with comment:  

“@Piers_Corbyn gotta be smiling at this, UKMET office gotta be dreading 
it! Should mean Piers is right on May in UK pic.twitter.com/pmyc6VEg ” 
In capturing this dramatic weather pattern which was so important for agriculture WeatherAction forecast 
also hit its target of at least 6/8 correct weather periods each month.  The forecast went wrong on 22nd as 
NW parts of Europe switched to a surprise hotspell. Piers said “We got tremendous congrats for our 
‘fantastically useful’ warning to farmers and we hit our targets”.  
Unsurprisingly standard meteorology camp-followers who cannot reliably forecast anything a week ahead 
and don’t apply their churlish ‘standards’ to themselves “cherry-missed” 85% of Piers’ forecast detail and 
declared his forecast ‘wrong’ because the warm-up which they also didn’t foresee raised the month 
average away from Piers’ estimate! 
Would they have passed Meteorology exams under that approach?!  These same ‘experts’ expect the 
public to PAY £Millions for another super-computer to get wrong answers quicker! Unbelievable!  

….then late May West Europe surprise 

heat shows forecast advance to SLAT8! 
Piers reports: “Unlike those who refuse to learn we have already got a better grip on dramatic 
weather shifts associated with the run-in to the new ‘Little Ice Age’, advanced our Technique 
to SLAT8 and updated our JUNE forecast with it.  See http://bit.ly/JU4rRH   

 


